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Rational: the overall objective of the tutorial:

The objective of this tutorial is to address the challenges of designing, developing and putting into operation efficient and innovative mobile Service creation/execution Platforms for networks beyond 3G.

Today's landscape of services provisioning will be analysed and solutions that provide simplicity and convergence at the service layer to enrich the service landscape and to ensure a faster deployment and adoption of services will be explored.

The following key research issues and concepts in the field of Service Platforms will be covered:
• Easy and quick service creation of intelligent and ambient-aware services
• Cooperation of multiple heterogeneous execution environments
• Pan-European seamless delivery of services across operator domains, networks and terminals
• Business models and roles in open platforms
• Middleware mechanisms to publish, mediate/broker and discover components which can be used by service designers to develop services.
• How to access to network capabilities as presence, location etc. and intelligent enablers as the Knowledge Management Framework (KMF).
• Service Roaming Management to handle access to remote platforms to access/retrieve components when this is required by roaming end-users.
User support and Distributed Communication Sphere Management
The SPICE project defines the Distributed Communication Sphere (DCS) as ‘the set of resources (devices, networks, services, etc.) available to the user at a given time’. The tutorial will introduce the DCS concept, the associated ontology work and the architecture developed to support user management of his DCS. This work has resulted in the definition of the DCS Management System that includes the SPICE Dynamic Desktop, which is the main user interface to the SPICE platform.

Intelligent Service Enablers
Intelligent service enablers will enrich future Converged Service platforms with intelligent personal information and knowledge provisioning that allow a service – in a multi-domain environment - to access and meaningful interpret the end-user’s situation and to behave accordingly.

In this tutorial, we will investigate key functions and mechanisms needed in adaptive, mobile middleware that support ubiquitous, attentive and context aware distributed computing. Intelligent enablers retrieve and process information from heterogeneous context, user profile, and service profile sources. The information is processed with advanced context-based reasoning methods targeting at plausible and usable results. Scalable access mechanism will be addressed as well as exchange of information between platforms and domains. Prediction techniques, mechanisms anticipating (foreseeable) changes, and integration mechanisms will be studied yielding pro-active service enablers and extending the services with intelligence. These anticipatory service enablers allow for alertness and responsiveness to changes in the environment, pro-actively triggering mobile services in advance to changes having actually occurred.

Service creation and life-cycle management
Agile development of telecommunications services has become a major challenge for telecom operators and third party service providers. This tutorial will describe an approach for service development that make usage of a domain specific language to facility design, deployment and maintenance of integrated services running on an multi-platform environment. This language basically allows building composite services through reuse of basic service components. Automatic composition is allowed thanks to explicit semantic and non functional annotations on elements of the service description that are exploited by an automatic service composition engine. The service description complemented by deployment descriptors serves as inputs for building partial or almost complete implementations on the service components on top of various execution technologies like BPEL and JAINSlee.

Service access control and Trust management
In an open service platform environment, controlling the access to the service platform for users and third party service providers becomes a critical issue. Hence, the tutorial will also tackle access control mechanisms and the following topics will be investigated:
- Identity and credential management, also considering multi-domain issues,
- Policy management and enforcement
- Service Level Agreement.
- Accounting, charging and billing

Multimedia content delivery
Multimedia and content delivery system takes care about content related functionalities as a complement of service related ones, acting as the bridge between the platform and the user joint with the Dynamic Desktop. Through Multimedia and content delivery functionalities the end user will perceive directly how the platform works, and will be aware of all the powerful characteristics that belong to the platform. Summarizing, multimedia and content delivery system is mainly concerned with the aggregation, preparation, protection and delivery of multimedia content and with supporting information to access the content itself.
Outline: a brief structure of the tutorial:

Approximate time for each section is indicated.

1. Overview of converged service platform challenges (10')
Description of new service delivery paradigms and key concepts in B3G service delivery environments.

2. Architecture and Business models (15')
Architectural frameworks B3G Service Delivery platforms: state-of-the-art, relation to standards, new principles.
Reference models
Technology mapping: relation to underlying technologies such as IMS
Business models:

3. Middleware and Service Enablers (25')
Generic component infrastructures
Component acquisition: semantic publication and discovery
Service roaming

4. User support and Distributed Communication Sphere (DCS) (20')
DCS concept, ontology and architecture
DCS management system
Dynamic desktop

5. Intelligent Service enablers (25')
Personal Information Mgt
Intelligent Knowledge provisioning
Attentive Services

6. Service creation and life-cycle management (25')
Advanced Languages for Service Description
Multiplatform Service Execution Environments
Automatic service composition
Service Creation Environments

7. Service Access Control (25')
Multi-domain Identity Management and AAA (authentication, authorization, accounting)
User Privacy Management
Policy Management and Enforcement, Service Level Agreement
Charging and billing for composite services

8. Multimedia Content delivery ('25)
Content adaptation and delivery control
Content guide
Content protection

Intended audience:
Managers, engineers, scientists, and graduate students who want to understand what are the challenges of future service delivery infrastructures.
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